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10. STATUTORY CONTEXT
The Environmental Planning and Assessment Act 1979
The Environmental Planning and Assessment Act 1979 (EP&A Act), its regulations, schedules
and guidelines provides the context and requirement for environmental impact assessments to be
undertaken during land use planning (NPWS 1997).
Part 3A of the Environmental Planning and Assessment Act 1979
On 9 June 2005 the NSW Parliament passed the Environmental Planning and Assessment
Amendment (Infrastructure and Other Planning Reform) Bill. The Act was assented to on 16
June 2005 and commenced on 1 August 2005. This amendment contains key elements of the
NSW Government’s planning system reforms and makes major changes to both plan-making and
major development assessment.
A key component of the amendments is the insertion of a new Part 3A (Major Projects) into the
EP&A Act. The new Part 3A consolidates the assessment and approval regime for all major
developments which previously were addressed under Part 4 (Development Assessment) or Part 5
(Environmental Assessment).
Part 3A applies to all major State government infrastructure projects, developments previously
classified as State significant and other projects, plans or programs of works declared by the
Minister. The amendments aim to provide a streamlined assessment and approvals regime and
also to improve the mechanisms available under the EP&A Act to enforce compliance with
approval conditions of the Act.
The current report has been compiled for inclusion within an Environmental Assessment Report.
Under the terms of Part 3A of the Environmental Planning and Assessment Act 1979 the
following authorizations are not required for an approved project (and accordingly the provisions
of an Act that prohibit an activity without such an authority do not apply):
•
•

a permit under section 87 or a consent under section 90 of the National Parks and Wildlife
Act 1974;
an approval under Part 4, or an excavation permit under section 139, of the Heritage Act
1977.
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11. SIGNIFICANCE ASSESSMENT
The information provided in this report and the assessment of significance provides the basis for
the proponent to make informed decisions regarding the management and degree of protection
which should be undertaken in regard to the Aboriginal objects and Non-Indigenous items
located within the study area.
11.1 Significance Assessment Criteria - Indigenous
The NPWS (1997) defines significance as relating to the meaning of sites: “meaning is to do with
the values people put on things, places, sites, land”. The following significance assessment criteria
is derived from the relevant aspects of ICOMOS Burra Charter and NSW Department of Urban
Affairs and Planning’s ‘State Heritage Inventory Evaluation Criteria and Management
Guidelines’.
Aboriginal archaeological sites are assessed under the following categories of significance:
o
o
o
o
o

cultural value to contemporary Aboriginal people,
archaeological value,
aesthetic value,
representativeness, and
educational value.

Aboriginal cultural significance
The Aboriginal community will value a place in accordance with a variety of factors including
contemporary associations and beliefs and historical relationships. Most heritage evidence is
highly valued by Aboriginal people given its symbolic embodiment and physical relationship
with their ancestral past.
Archaeological value
The assessment of archaeological value involves determining the potential of a place to provide
information which is of value in scientific analysis and the resolution of potential archaeological
research questions. Relevant research topics may be defined and addressed within the academy,
the context of cultural heritage management or Aboriginal communities. Increasingly, research
issues are being constructed with reference to the broader landscape rather than focusing
specifically on individual site locales. In order to assess scientific value sites are evaluated in
terms of nature of the evidence, whether or not they contain undisturbed artefactual material,
occur within a context which enables the testing of certain propositions, are very old or contain
significant time depth, contain large artefactual assemblages or material diversity, have unusual
characteristics, are of good preservation, or are a part of a larger site complex. Increasingly, a
range of site types, including low density artefact distributions, are regarded to be just as
important as high density sites for providing research opportunities.
Representativeness
Representative value is the degree to which a “class of sites are conserved and whether the
particular site being assessed should be conserved in order to ensure that we retain a
representative sample of the archaeological record as a whole” (NPWS 1997). Factors defined by
NPWS (1997) for assessing sites in terms of representativeness include defining variability,
knowing what is already conserved and considering the connectivity of sites.
Educational value
The educational value of cultural heritage is dependent on the potential for interpretation to a
general visitor audience, compatible Aboriginal values, a resistant site fabric, and feasible site
access and management resources.
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Aesthetic value
Aesthetic value relates to aspects of sensory perception. This value is culturally contingent.
11.2 Significance Value of the Aboriginal Objects in the Study Area
The scientific significance of the recorded Aboriginal artefact locales in the project area are listed
below in Table 8:
SU

Locale

Artefact
Number

Predicted
Density

Integrity

Subsurface
potential at
site

Significance

Criteria

Yes

Subsurface
potential
away from
site
Yes

SU1

L1

1

very low

moderately
disturbed:
ploughed

Low local
scientific
significance

moderately
disturbed

Yes

Yes

Low local
scientific
significance

very low

moderately
disturbed

No

Yes

Low local
scientific
significance

2

very low

moderately
disturbed

Yes

Yes

Low local
scientific
significance

L1

4

low;
possible
single
knapping
event

moderately
disturbed

Yes

Yes

Low local
scientific
significance

SU10

L2

1

very low

moderately
disturbed

Yes

Yes

Low local
scientific
significance

SU10

L3

3

very low

moderately
disturbed

Yes

Yes

Low local
scientific
significance

SU12

L1

1

very low

moderately
disturbed

Yes

Yes

Low local
scientific
significance

Common Aboriginal object
and site type
Low educational value
Low aesthetic value
Low research potential:
predicted very low artefact
density in Survey Unit
Common Aboriginal object
and site type
Low educational value
Low aesthetic value
Low research potential:
predicted very low artefact
density in Survey Unit
Common site type; not a
common implement
Low educational value
Low aesthetic value
Low research potential:
predicted very low artefact
density in Survey Unit
Common Aboriginal object
and site type
Low educational value
Low aesthetic value
Low research potential:
predicted very low artefact
density in Survey Unit
Common Aboriginal object
and site type
Low educational value
Low aesthetic value
Low research potential:
predicted very low artefact
density in Survey Unit
Common Aboriginal object
and site type
Low educational value
Low aesthetic value
Low research potential:
predicted very low artefact
density in Survey Unit
Common site type; however
one artefact not a common
implement
Low educational value
Low aesthetic value
Low research potential:
predicted very low artefact
density in Survey Unit
Common Aboriginal object
and site type
Low educational value
Low aesthetic value
Low research potential:

SU2

L1

1

very low

SU8

L1

1

SU9

L1

SU10
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SU

Locale

Artefact
Number

Predicted
Density

Integrity

Subsurface
potential at
site

Subsurface
potential
away from
site

Significance

SU12

L2

3

very low

moderately
disturbed

Yes

Yes

Low local
scientific
significance

SU12

L3

3

very low

moderately
disturbed

Yes

Yes

Low local
scientific
significance

SU12

L4

2

very low

moderately
disturbed

Yes

Yes

Low local
scientific
significance

SU12

L5

2

very low

moderately
disturbed

Yes

Yes

Low local
scientific
significance

SU12

L6

1

very low

moderately
disturbed

Yes

Yes

Low local
scientific
significance

SU13

L1

1

low

moderately
disturbed

Yes

Yes

Low local
scientific
significance

SU13

L2

1

low

moderately
disturbed

Yes

Yes

Low local
scientific
significance

SU13

L3

4

low

moderately
disturbed

Yes

Yes

Low local
scientific
significance

SU13

L4

5

low

moderately
disturbed

No

Yes

Low local
scientific
significance
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predicted very low artefact
density in Survey Unit
Common Aboriginal object
and site type
Low educational value
Low aesthetic value
Low research potential:
predicted very low artefact
density in Survey Unit
Common Aboriginal object
and site type
Low educational value
Low aesthetic value
Low research potential:
predicted very low artefact
density in Survey Unit
Common Aboriginal object
and site type
Low educational value
Low aesthetic value
Low research potential:
predicted very low artefact
density in Survey Unit
Common Aboriginal object
and site type
Low educational value
Low aesthetic value
Low research potential:
predicted very low artefact
density in Survey Unit
Common Aboriginal object
and site type
Low educational value
Low aesthetic value
Low research potential:
predicted very low artefact
density in Survey Unit
Common Aboriginal object
and site type
Low educational value
Low aesthetic value
Low research potential:
predicted low/moderate
artefact density in majority
of Survey Unit
Common Aboriginal object
and site type
Low educational value
Low aesthetic value
Low research potential:
predicted low/moderate
artefact density in majority
of Survey Unit
Common Aboriginal object
and site type
Low educational value
Low aesthetic value
Low research potential:
predicted low/moderate
artefact density in majority
of Survey Unit
Common Aboriginal object
and site type
Low educational value
Low aesthetic value
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SU

Locale

Artefact
Number

Predicted
Density

Integrity

Subsurface
potential at
site

Subsurface
potential
away from
site

Significance

SU13

L5

44

low
moderate

moderately
disturbed

Yes

Yes

Moderate
local
scientific
significance

SU13

L6

5

low

moderately
disturbed

Yes

Yes

Low local
scientific
significance

SU13

L7

2

low

moderately
disturbed

Yes

Yes

Low local
scientific
significance

SU13

L8

6

low
moderate

moderately
disturbed

Yes

Yes

Moderate
local
scientific
significance

SU14

L1

1

very low

moderately
disturbed

Yes

Yes

Low local
scientific
significance

SU14

L2

1

very low

moderately
disturbed

Yes

Yes

Low local
scientific
significance

SU15

L1

2

very low

highly
disturbed

Yes

Yes

Low local
scientific
significance

SU15

L2

8

low

moderately
disturbed

Yes

Yes

Low local
scientific
significance
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Criteria

Low research potential:
predicted low/moderate
artefact density in majority
of Survey Unit
Common Aboriginal object
and site type
Low educational value
Low aesthetic value
Moderate research potential:
predicted low/moderate
artefact density at locale
Common Aboriginal object
and site type
Low educational value
Low aesthetic value
Low research potential:
predicted low/moderate
artefact density in majority
of Survey Unit
Common Aboriginal object
and site type
Low educational value
Low aesthetic value
Low research potential:
predicted low/moderate
artefact density in majority
of Survey Unit
Common Aboriginal object
and site type
Low educational value
Low aesthetic value
Moderate research potential:
predicted low/moderate
artefact density at locale
Common Aboriginal object
and site type
Low educational value
Low aesthetic value
Low research potential:
predicted very low artefact
density in Survey Unit
Common Aboriginal object
and site type
Low educational value
Low aesthetic value
Low research potential:
predicted very low artefact
density in Survey Unit
Common Aboriginal object
and site type
Low educational value
Low aesthetic value
Low research potential:
predicted low artefact
density in majority of
Survey Unit
Common Aboriginal object
and site type
Low educational value
Low aesthetic value
Low research potential:
predicted low artefact
density in majority of
Survey Unit
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SU

Locale

Artefact
Number

Predicted
Density

Integrity

Subsurface
potential at
site

Significance

Criteria

Yes

Subsurface
potential
away from
site
Yes

SU15

L3

2

low

moderately
disturbed

Low local
scientific
significance

moderately
disturbed

Yes

Yes

Low local
scientific
significance

low

moderately
disturbed

Yes

Yes

Low local
scientific
significance

5

low

highly
disturbed

Yes

Yes

Low local
scientific
significance

L2

1

very low

moderately
disturbed

Yes

Yes

Low local
scientific
significance

SU16

L3

1

very low

moderately
disturbed

Yes

Yes

Low local
scientific
significance

SU16

L4

1

very low

moderately
disturbed

Yes

Yes

Low local
scientific
significance

SU16

L5

1

very low

moderately
disturbed

Yes

Yes

Low local
scientific
significance

SU16

L6

1

very low

moderately
disturbed

Yes

Yes

Low local
scientific
significance

Common Aboriginal object
and site type
Low educational value
Low aesthetic value
Low research potential:
predicted low artefact
density in majority of
Survey Unit
Common Aboriginal object
and site type
Low educational value
Low aesthetic value
Low research potential:
predicted low artefact
density in majority of
Survey Unit
Common Aboriginal object
and site type
Low educational value
Low aesthetic value
Low research potential:
predicted low artefact
density in majority of
Survey Unit
Common Aboriginal object
and site type
Low educational value
Low aesthetic value
Low research potential:
predicted very low artefact
density in Survey Unit
Common Aboriginal object
and site type
Low educational value
Low aesthetic value
Low research potential:
predicted very low artefact
density in Survey Unit
Common Aboriginal object
and site type
Low educational value
Low aesthetic value
Low research potential:
predicted very low artefact
density in Survey Unit
Common Aboriginal object
and site type
Low educational value
Low aesthetic value
Low research potential:
predicted very low artefact
density in Survey Unit
Common Aboriginal object
and site type
Low educational value
Low aesthetic value
Low research potential:
predicted very low artefact
density in Survey Unit
Common Aboriginal object
and site type
Low educational value
Low aesthetic value
Low research potential:
predicted very low artefact

SU15

L4

1

low

SU15

L5

1

SU16

L1

SU16
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SU

Locale

Artefact
Number

Predicted
Density

Integrity

Subsurface
potential at
site

Subsurface
potential
away from
site

Significance

SU16

L7

1

very low

moderately
disturbed

Yes

Yes

Low local
scientific
significance

SU16

L8

7

low

moderately
disturbed

No

Yes

Low local
scientific
significance

SU17

L1

4

very low

moderately
disturbed

Yes

Yes

Low local
scientific
significance

SU17

L2

1

very low

moderately
disturbed

Yes

Yes

Low local
scientific
significance

SU19

L1

3

very low

moderately
disturbed

Yes

Yes

Low local
scientific
significance

SU19

L2

50 + on
surface

low/
moderate

moderately
disturbed

Yes

Yes

Moderate
local
scientific
significance

SU19

L3

7

low

moderately
disturbed

Yes

Yes

Low local
scientific
significance

SU19

L4

1

low

moderately
disturbed

Yes

Yes

Low local
scientific
significance

SU19

L5

1

very low

moderately
disturbed

Yes

Yes

Low local
scientific
significance
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Criteria

density in Survey Unit
Common Aboriginal object
and site type
Low educational value
Low aesthetic value
Low research potential:
predicted very low artefact
density in Survey Unit
Common Aboriginal object
and site type
Low educational value
Low aesthetic value
Low research potential:
predicted very low artefact
density in Survey Unit
Common Aboriginal object
and site type
Low educational value
Low aesthetic value
Low research potential:
predicted very low artefact
density in Survey Unit
Common Aboriginal object
and site type
Low educational value
Low aesthetic value
Low research potential:
predicted very low artefact
density in Survey Unit
Common Aboriginal object
and site type
Low educational value
Low aesthetic value
Low research potential:
predicted low artefact
density in Survey Unit
Common Aboriginal object
and site type
Low educational value
Low aesthetic value
Moderate research potential:
predicted low/moderate
artefact density at locale
Common Aboriginal object
and site type
Low educational value
Low aesthetic value
Low research potential:
predicted low artefact
density in Survey Unit
Common Aboriginal object
and site type
Low educational value
Low aesthetic value
Low research potential:
predicted low artefact
density in Survey Unit
Common Aboriginal object
and site type
Low educational value
Low aesthetic value
Low research potential:
predicted low artefact
density in Survey Unit
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SU

Locale

Artefact
Number

Predicted
Density

Integrity

Subsurface
potential at
site

Significance

Criteria

Yes

Subsurface
potential
away from
site
Yes

SU19

L6

1

low

moderately
disturbed

Low local
scientific
significance

moderately
disturbed

Yes

Yes

Low local
scientific
significance

very low

moderately
disturbed

Yes

Yes

Low local
scientific
significance

7

low

moderately
disturbed

Yes

Yes

Low local
scientific
significance

L1

1

low

moderately
disturbed

Yes

Yes

Low local
scientific
significance

SU35

L1

1

low

moderately
disturbed

Yes

Yes

Low local
scientific
significance

SU35

L2

11

low
moderate

moderately
disturbed

Yes

SU35

L3

27

low
moderate

moderately
disturbed

Yes

Yes

Low
moderate
local
scientific
significance

SU36

L1

6

low

moderately
disturbed

Yes

Yes

Low local
scientific
significance

Common Aboriginal object
and site type
Low educational value
Low aesthetic value
Low research potential:
predicted low artefact
density in Survey Unit
Common Aboriginal object
and site type
Low educational value
Low aesthetic value
Low research potential:
predicted low artefact
density in Survey Unit
Common Aboriginal object
and site type
Low educational value
Low aesthetic value
Low research potential:
predicted very low artefact
density in Survey Unit
Common Aboriginal object
and site type
Low educational value
Low aesthetic value
Low research potential:
predicted very low artefact
density in Survey Unit
Common Aboriginal object
and site type
Low educational value
Low aesthetic value
Low research potential:
predicted low artefact
density in Survey Unit
Common Aboriginal object
and site type
Low educational value
Low aesthetic value
Low research potential:
predicted low/moderate
artefact density in Survey
Unit
Common Aboriginal object
and site type
Low educational value
Low aesthetic value
Low/moderate research
potential: predicted low/
moderate artefact density in
Survey Unit
Common Aboriginal object
and site type
Low educational value
Low aesthetic value
Low/moderate research
potential: predicted low/
moderate artefact density in
Survey Unit
Common Aboriginal object
and site type
Low educational value
Low aesthetic value
Low research potential:
predicted low artefact

SU19

L7

1

low

SU21

L1

1

SU21

L2

SU23
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SU

Locale

Artefact
Number

Predicted
Density

Integrity

Subsurface
potential at
site

Subsurface
potential
away from
site

Significance

Criteria

density in Survey Unit
SU38

L1

3

low

moderately
disturbed

Yes

Yes

Low local
scientific
significance

SU38

L2

10
50+

low
moderate

moderately
disturbed

Yes

Yes

Low
moderate
local
scientific
significance

SU40

L1

1

very low

moderately
disturbed

Yes

Yes

Low local
scientific
significance

SU40

L2

1

very low

moderately
disturbed

Yes

Yes

Low local
scientific
significance

Common Aboriginal object
and site type
Low educational value
Low aesthetic value
Low research potential:
predicted low/moderate
artefact density in Survey
Unit
Common Aboriginal object
and site type
Low educational value
Low aesthetic value
Low/moderate research
potential: predicted low/
moderate artefact density in
of Survey Unit
Common Aboriginal object
and site type
Low educational value
Low aesthetic value
Low research potential:
predicted very low artefact
density in Survey Unit
Common Aboriginal object
and site type
Low educational value
Low aesthetic value
Low research potential:
predicted very low artefact
density in Survey Unit

Table 8. Archaeological significance assessment of recorded Aboriginal object locales.
11.3 Significance Assessment Criteria – Non-Indigenous
The NSW Heritage Office and Planning NSW have defined a set of criteria and methodology for
the assessment of cultural heritage significance for items and places, where these do not include
Aboriginal heritage from the pre-contact period (NSW Heritage Office & DUAP 1996, NSW
Heritage Office 2001, Heritage Council of NSW 2008).
The Heritage Council of NSW recognises the following four levels of significance for heritage in
NSW:
o Local
o State
o National
o World
These four levels refer to the context in which a heritage item is important and does not refer to a
ranking of significance. A heritage item may have significance at more than one level; items of
local significance are by far the most common in New South Wales and make the greatest
contribution to our living historic environment (Heritage Council of NSW 2008).
The following heritage assessment criteria are those set out for Listing on the State Heritage
Register. In many cases items will be significant under only one or two criteria. The State
Heritage Register was established under Part 3A of the Heritage Act (as amended in 1999) for
listing of items of environmental heritage which are of state heritage significance. Environmental
heritage means those places, buildings, works, relics, moveable objects, and precincts, of state or
local heritage significance (section 4, Heritage Act 1977).
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An item will be considered to be of State (or local) heritage significance if, in the opinion of the
Heritage Council of NSW, it meets one or more of the following criteria:
Criterion (a)
Criterion (b)
Criterion (c)
Criterion (d)
Criterion (e)
Criterion (f)
Criterion (g)

an item is important in the course, or pattern, of NSW’s cultural or natural
history (or the cultural or natural history of the local area) – known as historic
significance;
an item has strong or special association with the life or works of a person, or
group of persons, of importance in NSW’s cultural or natural history (or the
cultural or natural history of the local area) – known as historic associations;
an item is important in demonstrating aesthetic characteristics and/or a high
degree of creative or technical achievement in NSW (or the local area) – known as
aesthetic or technical significance;
an item has strong or special association with a particular community or cultural
group in NSW (or the local area) for social, cultural or spiritual reasons– known
as social significance;
an item has potential to yield information that will contribute to an
understanding of NSW’s cultural or natural history (or the cultural or natural
history of the local area) – known as research potential or educational significance;
an item possesses uncommon, rare or endangered aspects of NSW’s cultural or
natural history (or the cultural or natural history of the local area) – known as
rarity;
an item is important in demonstrating the principal characteristics of a class of
NSW’s cultural or natural places or cultural or natural environments (or a class of
the local areas) – known as representative significance.

An item is not to be excluded from the Register on the ground that items with similar
characteristics have already been listed on the Register. Only particularly complex items or
places will be significant under all criteria.
In using these criteria it is important to assess the values first, then the local or State context in
which they may be significant. In instances where a heritage item is complex and/or comprises
numerous elements a hierarchy of significance may be useful in assigning significance to
individual elements or areas of a site as different components of a place may make a different
relative contribution to its heritage value. For example, loss of integrity or condition may
diminish significance. In some cases it is constructive to note the relative contribution of an item
or its components. Table 9 below provides a guide to ascribing relative values for components of
an individual item.

Grading

Justification

Status

Exceptional

Rare or outstanding item of local or
State significance.

Fulfils criteria for local
or State listing.

High degree of intactness
Item can be interpreted relatively
easily.
High

High degree of original fabric.
Demonstrates a key element of the
item’s significance.

Fulfils criteria for local
or State listing.

Alterations do not detract from
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significance.
Moderate

Altered or modified elements.
Elements with little heritage value,
but which contribute to the overall
significance of the item.

Little

Alterations detract from
significance.

Does not fulfil criteria
for local or State
listing.

Difficult to interpret.
Intrusive

Fulfils criteria for local
or State listing.

Damaging to the item’s heritage
significance.

Does not fulfil criteria
for local or State
listing.

Table 9. Significance grading – Non-Indigenous heritage.
11.4 Significance Assessment – Non-Indigenous
The potential heritage items recorded during this survey have been assessed against the State
Heritage Register criteria and have been guided by the NSW Heritage Office update Assessing
Heritage Significance (2001) and the Heritage Council of NSW update Levels of Heritage
Significance (2008). A statement of significance for each item is provided below in Table 10; a
brief description of the reasoning behind the significance assessment is included in the table.
Further details regarding the heritage assessment are also discussed below in terms of the
thresholds for each significance category and individual site details where appropriate.
Item
SU10/H1

Listing
warranted
No

SU10/H2

No

SU12/H1

No

SU12/H2

No

Statement of Significance
This item cannot be directly linked to people or events of historical
importance; there is only very limited potential for the site to yield
additional information and the site is not rare, representative of its type
and does not display technological or aesthetic qualities that warrant
listing.
This item appears to relate to fencing practices from the second half of
the nineteenth century and may be associated with Chinese workers and
the process of land alienation following the Robertson Land Acts.
However, due to the overall poor integrity of this item it does not
warrant listing as an individual item. Nevertheless, it is part of a broader
cultural landscape that is of local and State significance.
This item appears to relate to fencing practices from the second half of
the nineteenth century and may be associated with Chinese workers and
the process of land alienation following the Robertson Land Acts.
However, due to the overall poor integrity of this item it does not
warrant listing as an individual item. Nevertheless, it is part of a broader
cultural landscape that is of local and State significance.
This item appears to relate to fencing practices from the second half of
the nineteenth century and may be associated with Chinese workers and
the process of land alienation following the Robertson Land Acts.
However, due to the overall poor integrity of this item it does not
warrant listing as an individual item. Nevertheless, it is part of a broader
cultural landscape that is of local and State significance.
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Item
SU13/H1

Listing
warranted
No

SU14/H1

Yes

SU14/H2

Yes

SU16/H1

No

SU16/H2

Yes

SU16/H3

No

SU17/H1

No

SU17/H2

No

SU17/H3

No

Statement of Significance
This item appears to relate to fencing practices from the second half of
the nineteenth century and may be associated with Chinese workers and
the process of land alienation following the Robertson Land Acts.
However, due to the overall poor integrity of this item it does not
warrant listing as an individual item. Nevertheless, it is part of a broader
cultural landscape that is of local and State significance.
This item appears to relate to fencing practices from the second half of
the nineteenth century and may be associated with Chinese workers and
the process of land alienation following the Robertson Land Acts. The
item is also in a relatively intact state and displays aesthetic value. This
item is of local significance and it is part of a broader cultural landscape
that is of local and State significance.
This item appears to relate to fencing practices from the second half of
the nineteenth century and may be associated with Chinese workers and
the process of land alienation following the Robertson Land Acts. The
item is also in a relatively intact state and displays aesthetic value. This
item is of local significance and it is part of a broader cultural landscape
that is of local and State significance.
This item appears to relate to fencing practices from the second half of
the nineteenth century and may be associated with Chinese workers and
the process of land alienation following the Robertson Land Acts.
However, due to the overall poor integrity of this item it does not
warrant listing as an individual item. Nevertheless, it is part of a broader
cultural landscape that is of local and State significance.
This item appears to relate to fencing practices from the second half of
the nineteenth century and may be associated with Chinese workers and
the process of land alienation following the Robertson Land Acts. The
item is also in a relatively intact state and displays aesthetic value. This
item is of local significance and it is part of a broader cultural landscape
that is of local and State significance.
This item appears to relate to fencing practices from the second half of
the nineteenth century and may be associated with Chinese workers and
the process of land alienation following the Robertson Land Acts.
However, due to the overall poor integrity of this item it does not
warrant listing as an individual item. Nevertheless, it is part of a broader
cultural landscape that is of local and State significance.
This item appears to relate to fencing practices from the second half of
the nineteenth century and may be associated with Chinese workers and
the process of land alienation following the Robertson Land Acts.
However, due to the overall poor integrity of this item it does not
warrant listing as an individual item. Nevertheless, it is part of a broader
cultural landscape that is of local and State significance.
This item appears to relate to fencing practices from the second half of
the nineteenth century and may be associated with Chinese workers and
the process of land alienation following the Robertson Land Acts.
However, due to the overall poor integrity of this item it does not
warrant listing as an individual item. Nevertheless, it is part of a broader
cultural landscape that is of local and State significance.
This item appears to relate to fencing practices from the second half of
the nineteenth century and may be associated with Chinese workers and
the process of land alienation following the Robertson Land Acts.
However, due to the overall poor integrity of this item it does not
warrant listing as an individual item. Nevertheless, it is part of a broader
cultural landscape that is of local and State significance.
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Item
SU17/H4

Listing
warranted
No

SU18/H1

No

SU18/H2

Yes

SU19/H1

No

SU19/H2

No

SU19/H3

No

SU19/H4

No

SU19/H5

No

SU20/H1

Yes

Statement of Significance
This item appears to relate to fencing practices from the second half of
the nineteenth century and may be associated with Chinese workers and
the process of land alienation following the Robertson Land Acts. It is
also associated with shepherding, a pastoral practice that is characteristic
of the nineteenth century on the Monaro. However, due to the overall
poor integrity of this item it does not warrant listing as an individual
item. Nevertheless, it is part of a broader cultural landscape that is of
local and State significance.
This item appears to relate to fencing practices from the second half of
the nineteenth century and may be associated with Chinese workers and
the process of land alienation following the Robertson Land Acts.
However, due to the overall poor integrity of this item it does not
warrant listing as an individual item. Nevertheless, it is part of a broader
cultural landscape that is of local and State significance.
This item appears to relate to patterns of increased settlement associated
with land alienation following the introduction of the Robertson Land
Acts. The site has potential to yield additional information that may
reveal whether the site related to genuine land selection or dummying
associated with consolidation of a larger property. As such the site also
has importance in the local history of the area. This item is of local
significance.
This item appears to relate to fencing practices from the second half of
the nineteenth century and may be associated with Chinese workers and
the process of land alienation following the Robertson Land Acts.
However, due to the overall poor integrity of this item it does not
warrant listing as an individual item. Nevertheless, it is part of a broader
cultural landscape that is of local and State significance.
This item appears to relate to fencing practices from the second half of
the nineteenth century and may be associated with Chinese workers and
the process of land alienation following the Robertson Land Acts.
However, due to the overall poor integrity of this item it does not
warrant listing as an individual item. Nevertheless, it is part of a broader
cultural landscape that is of local and State significance.
This item appears to relate to fencing practices from the second half of
the nineteenth century and may be associated with Chinese workers and
the process of land alienation following the Robertson Land Acts.
However, due to the overall poor integrity of this item it does not
warrant listing as an individual item. Nevertheless, it is part of a broader
cultural landscape that is of local and State significance.
This item appears to relate to fencing practices from the second half of
the nineteenth century. While it does not warrant listing as an individual
item, it is part of a broader cultural landscape that is of local and State
significance.
This item appears to relate to fencing practices from the second half of
the nineteenth century and may be associated with Chinese workers and
the process of land alienation following the Robertson Land Acts.
However, due to the overall poor integrity of this item it does not
warrant listing as an individual item. Nevertheless, it is part of a broader
cultural landscape that is of local and State significance.
This item appears to relate to fencing practices from the second half of
the nineteenth century and may be associated with Chinese workers and
the process of land alienation following the Robertson Land Acts. The
item is also in a relatively intact state and displays aesthetic value. This
item is of local significance and it is part of a broader cultural landscape
that is of local and State significance.
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Item
SU21/H1

Listing
warranted
No

SU21/H2

No

SU21/H3

No

SU21/H4

No

SU29/H1

No

SU35/H1

No

SU35/H2

No

Statement of Significance
This item appears to relate to fencing practices from the second half of
the nineteenth century and may be associated with Chinese workers and
the process of land alienation following the Robertson Land Acts.
However, due to the overall poor integrity of this item it does not
warrant listing as an individual item. Nevertheless, it is part of a broader
cultural landscape that is of local and State significance.
This item appears to relate to fencing practices from the second half of
the nineteenth century and may be associated with Chinese workers and
the process of land alienation following the Robertson Land Acts.
However, due to the overall poor integrity of this item it does not
warrant listing as an individual item. Nevertheless, it is part of a broader
cultural landscape that is of local and State significance.
This item appears to relate to fencing practices from the second half of
the nineteenth century and may be associated with Chinese workers and
the process of land alienation following the Robertson Land Acts.
However, due to the overall poor integrity of this item it does not
warrant listing as an individual item. Nevertheless, it is part of a broader
cultural landscape that is of local and State significance.
This item appears to relate to fencing practices from the second half of
the nineteenth century and may be associated with Chinese workers and
the process of land alienation following the Robertson Land Acts. It is
also associated with shepherding, a pastoral practice that is characteristic
of the nineteenth century on the Monaro. However, due to the overall
poor integrity of this item it does not warrant listing as an individual
item. Nevertheless, it is part of a broader cultural landscape that is of
local and State significance.
This item appears to relate to fencing practices from the second half of
the nineteenth century and may be associated with Chinese workers and
the process of land alienation following the Robertson Land Acts.
However, due to the overall poor integrity of this item it does not
warrant listing as an individual item. Nevertheless, it is part of a broader
cultural landscape that is of local and State significance.
This item appears to relate to fencing practices from the second half of
the nineteenth century and may be associated with Chinese workers and
the process of land alienation following the Robertson Land Acts.
However, due to the overall poor integrity of this item it does not
warrant listing as an individual item. Nevertheless, it is part of a broader
cultural landscape that is of local and State significance.
This item appears to relate to fencing practices from the second half of
the nineteenth century and may be associated with Chinese workers and
the process of land alienation following the Robertson Land Acts.
However, due to the overall poor integrity of this item it does not
warrant listing as an individual item. Nevertheless, it is part of a broader
cultural landscape that is of local and State significance.

Table 10. Significance assessment of potential Non-Indigenous heritage items.
There are five items within or adjacent the proposal area that are assessed to be of sufficient
significance to warrant listing at a local level. These comprise four examples of relatively intact
fences (SU14/H1, SU14/H2, SU16/H2 and SU20/H1) and the ruins of a homestead (SU18/H2).
The fences are assessed to be of local significance due to their associations with the Chinese
(Criterion b/d) and patterns of land alienation and pastoral development (Criterion a) and their
aesthetic values (Criterion c). More specifically, these examples have been identified as being of
greater significance than the other recorded stone fences due to their relatively intact state of
preservation.
As is discussed below, all of the fences, regardless of their integrity are part of a broader cultural
landscape that needs to be dealt with as a separate case in terms of potential heritage
significance. Essentially the differing levels of significance for individual fences are of most
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relevance with regard to the management strategies applicable to each item (see Section 12.3
below).
The majority of potential heritage items recorded within the proposal area are not assessed to be
of sufficient significance to warrant heritage listing. As individual items most of the recorded sites
cannot be linked to people or events of historical importance or they present limited research
potential, aesthetic qualities or other values that might be associated with an item of heritage
significance. Nevertheless, these same sites are part of a much broader cultural landscape that is
of importance in the pattern of land alienation in the local area (Criterion a) and they appear to
have special associations with the Chinese (Criterion b/d). As such, the fences should not simply
be dealt with as individual items but they should be considered in terms of their significance as
components of a larger cultural landscape. Together the fences contribute to a landscape with
aesthetic characteristics and they arguably reflect a degree of creative/technical achievement
(Criterion c). Furthermore the fences and the broader landscape as a whole have the potential to
yield information that will contribute to an understanding of local history and to some extent the
history of NSW (Criterion e). Below are examples of some of the questions for which answers
might be found through additional research into the stone fences and their associated landscape
features.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

When were the fences built and by whom?
Are there identifiable camp sites where the workers lived during construction?
How do the fences relate to property boundaries?
Are the fences directly associated with land alienation and if so what do they reveal
about this process?
How do the fences relate to the alignment of Crown roads?
Are there different types/styles of fences?
When were the fences replaced with wire?
How do existing wire fence lines relate to the stone fences and what does this reveal about
changes in land use?
Were some fences deliberately destroyed and if so why?

Most of these questions are important in terms of local history; the stone fences are primarily of
local significance as a cultural landscape. However, given that the fences might also reveal
further information about the process of land alienation following the introduction of the
Robertson Land Acts and, given that the Bibbenluke Estate presents a fairly unique example of
the extent to which dummying and other tactics were used to secure land, this landscape also has
State significance in terms of responses to a historically important piece of land legislation.
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12. MITIGATION AND MANAGEMENT STRATEGIES
The aim of this study has been to identify Aboriginal objects and Non-Indigenous heritage items
and to predict the archaeological potential within each Survey Unit, to assess site significance
and thereafter, to consider the potential impact of the proposal upon this heritage.
In the following section a variety of strategies that can be considered for the mitigation and
management of development impact to Aboriginal objects, Non-Indigenous heritage items and
Survey Units (including those without Aboriginal object recordings) are listed and discussed.
12.1 Management and Mitigation Strategies - Indigenous
Further Investigation
The field survey has been focused on recording artefactual material present on visible ground
surfaces. Further archaeological investigation would entail subsurface excavation undertaken as
test pits for the purposes of identifying the presence of artefact bearing soil deposits and their
nature, extent, integrity and significance.
Further archaeological investigation in the form of subsurface test excavation can be appropriate
in certain situations. Such situations generally arise when the proposed development is expected
to involve ground disturbance in areas which are assessed to have potential to contain high
density artefactual material and when the Effective Survey Coverage achieved during a survey of
a project area is low due to ground cover, vegetation etc.
No Survey Units have been identified in the proposal area to warrant further archaeological
investigation in order to formulate appropriate management and mitigation strategies. Based on
a consideration of the predictive model of site type applicable to the environmental context in
which impacts are proposed the archaeological potential of the proposed impact areas does not
warrant further investigation.
The environmental contexts in which the turbines (and associated impacts) are proposed contain
eroded and disturbed soils as a result of high levels of environmental degradation and wind
erosion and also are not predicted to contain artefact density sufficient to warrant test
excavation. Furthermore proposed impacts are small scale, discrete and primarily narrow, linear
impacts (road access, transmission line construction etc). In addition, it is considered that in
regard to the archaeology itself, subsurface testing is unlikely to produce results much different
to predictions made in respect of the subsurface potential of these landforms. Accordingly a
program of subsurface testing undertaken within the impact assessment and planning phase of
the project is not considered to be necessary or warranted.
Conservation
Conservation is a suitable management option in any situation however, it is not always feasible
to achieve. Such a strategy is generally adopted in relation to sites which are assessed to be of
high cultural and scientific significance, but can be adopted in relation to any site type.
When conservation is adopted as a management option it may be necessary to implement various
strategies to ensure Aboriginal object locales are not inadvertently destroyed or disturbed during
construction works or within the context of the life of the development project. Such procedures
are essential when development works are to proceed within close proximity to identified sites.
In the case at hand, avoidance of impacts (or minimisation of impacts) in regard to some
artefacts locales is considered to be desirable if at all possible. The artefact locales in question are
identified in the table below (Table 11).
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Mitigated Impacts
Mitigated impact usually takes the form of partial impacts only (ie conservation of part of an
Aboriginal artefact locale or Survey Unit) and/or salvage in the form of further research and
archaeological analysis prior to impacts. Such a management strategy is generally appropriate
when Aboriginal objects are assessed to be of moderate or high significance to the scientific
and/or Aboriginal community and when avoidance of impacts and hence full conservation is not
feasible. Salvage can include the surface collection or subsurface excavation of Aboriginal objects
and subsequent research and analysis.
Several Aboriginal object locales are assessed to be of low/moderate or moderate archaeological
significance. Accordingly it is generally recommended that limiting the extent of impacts to these
locales, if at all feasible, should be given consideration (Table 11).
For many Aboriginal object locales and/or discrete areas within wider Survey Units avoidance of
impacts is unlikely to be feasible. Furthermore it is probable, that if a program of site avoidance
was actively implemented, it is likely that other Aboriginal objects (perhaps undetected and in a
subsurface context) would, instead be impacted.
It is assessed that the archaeological resource in the proposal area does not surpass significance
thresholds which would preclude impacts. However given the scale and nature of the proposed
impacts it is recognised that extensive disturbance to Aboriginal objects will occur, irrespective
of their nature or significance. Accordingly, it is proposed that an appropriate impact mitigation
strategy would be to undertake a program of archaeological salvage excavation and analysis in
selected Survey Units/locales across the proposal area prior to construction. The Survey
Units/artefact locales in question are identified in the table below (Table 11).
Unmitigated Impacts
Unmitigated impact to Aboriginal objects can be given consideration when they are assessed to
be of low archaeological and cultural significance and otherwise in situations where conservation
is simply not feasible.
The majority of Aboriginal object locales identified have been assessed to be of low archaeological
significance. In addition the majority of Survey Units are assessed to be of low archaeological
sensitivity. Given the nature and artefact density of the majority of artefact locales recorded in
the proposal area and the low scientific significance rating they been accorded, unmitigated
impacts are appropriate. The Survey Units/artefact locales in question are identified in the table
below (Table 11).
Proposed management and mitigation strategies
The table below summarises the management and mitigation strategies considered to be relevant
to proposal area. Management and mitigation strategies are addressed in relation to all Survey
Units recorded during the study (noting that not all Survey Units contain Aboriginal object
locales) and where relevant individual locales located within each Survey Unit. The
recommended management strategy listed for each Survey Unit (as highlighted in table) and
Aboriginal object locale is selected from the various management options as discussed above.
Finally the rationale behind each recommendation is outlined, taking into consideration the
nature of the Aboriginal object and its archaeological significance rating.
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SU

Locale

SU1

-

Artefact density
(predicted and as per
analysis of ESC)
very low

SU1

L1

very low

SU2

-

very low

SU2

L1

very low

SU3

Nil
recordings

very low

Access track
and electrical
cabling

n/a

No constraints to impacts
in SU
Unmitigated impacts

Very low density artefact
distribution.
Archaeological
significance assessed to be
low.
Predicted very low
density artefact
distribution.

SU4

Nil
recordings

very low

Access track
and electrical
cabling

n/a

No constraints to impacts
in SU
Unmitigated impacts

Predicted very low
density artefact
distribution.

SU5

Nil
recordings

very low

Access track
and electrical
cabling

n/a

No constraints to impacts
in SU
Unmitigated impacts

Predicted very low
density artefact
distribution.

SU6

Nil
recordings

very low

Access track
and electrical
cabling

n/a

No constraints to impacts
in SU
Unmitigated impacts

Predicted very low
density artefact
distribution.

SU7

Nil
recordings

very low

Turbines and
associated
works

n/a

No constraints to impacts
in SU
Unmitigated impacts

Predicted very low
density artefact
distribution.

SU8

-

very low

-

L1

very low

No constraints to impacts
in SU
Unmitigated impacts
n/a however:
No constraints
Unmitigated impacts

Very low artefact density
in survey unit

SU8

Turbines and
associated
works
Nil

SU9

-

very low

SU9

L1

very low

SU10

-

very low

SU10

L1

low; possible single
knapping event

SU10

L2

very low
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Impacts

Significance

Recommended
management strategy

Rationale

Turbines and
associated
works
Access track
and electrical
cabling

-

No constraints to impacts
in SU
Unmitigated impacts
No constraints
Unmitigated impacts

Very low artefact density
in survey unit

Turbines and
associated
works
Nil

Turbines and
associated
works
Access track
and electrical
cabling
Turbines and
associated
works
Nil; adjacent
access track
and electrical
cabling
Nil

April 2009

Low local
scientific
significance
Low local
scientific
significance

Low local
scientific
significance
Low local
scientific
significance
-

No constraints to impacts
in SU
Unmitigated impacts
n/a however:
No constraints
Unmitigated impacts

No constraints to impacts
in SU
Unmitigated impacts
No constraints
Unmitigated impacts

Low local
scientific
significance

No constraints to impacts
in SU
Unmitigated impacts
n/a however:
No constraints
Unmitigated impacts

Low local
scientific
significance

n/a however:
No constraints
Unmitigated impacts

Very low density artefact
distribution.
Archaeological
significance assessed to be
low.
Very low artefact density
in survey unit

Very low density artefact
distribution.
Archaeological
significance assessed to be
low.
Very low artefact density
in survey unit
Very low density artefact
distribution.
Archaeological
significance assessed to be
low.
Very low artefact density
in survey unit
Very low density artefact
distribution.
Archaeological
significance assessed to be
low.
Very low density artefact
distribution.
Archaeological
significance assessed to be
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SU

Locale

Artefact density
(predicted and as per
analysis of ESC)

Impacts

Significance

Recommended
management strategy

SU10

L3

very low

Turbine

Low local
scientific
significance

No constraints
Unmitigated impacts

SU11

Nil
recordings

very low

Turbines and
associated
works

n/a

No constraints to impacts
in SU
Unmitigated impacts

SU12

-

very low

-

SU12

L1

very low

Turbines and
associated
works
Nil

No constraints to impacts
in SU
Unmitigated impacts
n/a however:
No constraints
Unmitigated impacts

SU12

L2

very low

Access track
and electrical
cabling

Low local
scientific
significance

No constraints
Unmitigated impacts

SU12

L3

very low

Nil

Low local
scientific
significance

n/a however:
No constraints
Unmitigated impacts

SU12

L4

very low

Nil

Low local
scientific
significance

n/a however:
No constraints
Unmitigated impacts

SU12

L5

very low

Turbine

Low local
scientific
significance

No constraints
Unmitigated impacts

SU12

L6

very low

Nil

Low local
scientific
significance

n/a however:
No constraints
Unmitigated impacts

SU13

-

low

Turbines and
associated
works

-

SU13

L1

low

Nil

Low local
scientific
significance

No constraints to impacts
in SU however
Mitigated impacts see
below
n/a however:
No constraints
Unmitigated impacts

SU13

L2

low

Nil

Low local
scientific
significance

n/a however:
No constraints
Unmitigated impacts

SU13

L3

low

Access track
and electrical
cabling

Low local
scientific
significance

No constraints
Unmitigated impacts

SU13

L4

low

Nil

Low local
scientific
significance

n/a however:
No constraints
Unmitigated impacts
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Low local
scientific
significance

Rationale
low.
Very low density artefact
distribution.
Archaeological
significance assessed to be
low.
Predicted very low
density artefact
distribution.
Very low artefact density
in survey unit
Very low density artefact
distribution.
Archaeological
significance assessed to be
low.
Very low density artefact
distribution.
Archaeological
significance assessed to be
low.
Very low density artefact
distribution.
Archaeological
significance assessed to be
low.
Very low density artefact
distribution.
Archaeological
significance assessed to be
low.
Very low density artefact
distribution.
Archaeological
significance assessed to be
low.
Very low density artefact
distribution.
Archaeological
significance assessed to be
low.
Low moderate artefact
density in survey unit
Low density artefact
distribution.
Archaeological
significance assessed to be
low.
Low density artefact
distribution.
Archaeological
significance assessed to be
low.
Low density artefact
distribution.
Archaeological
significance assessed to be
low.
Low density artefact
distribution.
Archaeological
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SU

Locale

Artefact density
(predicted and as per
analysis of ESC)

Impacts

Significance

Recommended
management strategy

SU13

L5

low moderate

Access track
and electrical
cabling

Moderate
local
scientific
significance

SU13

L6

low

Nil

Low local
scientific
significance

Mitigated impacts
(minimise impacts and
salvage): avoid disturbance
to as much of area as
practicable; subsurface
salvage excavation in
proposed impact area
n/a however:
No constraints
Unmitigated impacts

SU13

L7

low

Nil

Low local
scientific
significance

n/a however:
No constraints
Unmitigated impacts

SU13

L8

low moderate

Nil

Moderate
local
scientific
significance

SU14

-

very low

-

SU14

L1

very low

Turbines and
associated
works
Nil

Low local
scientific
significance

Mitigated impacts
(minimise impacts and
salvage): avoid disturbance
to as much of area as
practicable; subsurface
salvage excavation in
proposed impact area
No constraints to impacts
in SU
Unmitigated impacts
n/a however:
No constraints
Unmitigated impacts

SU14

L2

very low

Nil

Low local
scientific
significance

n/a however:
No constraints
Unmitigated impacts

SU15

-

low

-

SU15

L1

very low

Turbines and
associated
works
Nil

No constraints to impacts
in SU
Unmitigated impacts
n/a however:
No constraints
Unmitigated impacts

SU15

L2

low

Nil; adjacent
access track
and electrical
cabling

Low local
scientific
significance

No constraints
Unmitigated impacts

SU15

L3

low

Access track
and electrical
cabling

Low local
scientific
significance

No constraints
Unmitigated impacts

SU15

L4

low

Nil

Low local
scientific
significance

n/a however:
No constraints
Unmitigated impacts

SU15

L5

low

Nil; adjacent
access track
and electrical

Low local
scientific
significance

No constraints
Unmitigated impacts
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Low local
scientific
significance

Rationale
significance assessed to be
low.
Predicted low moderate
artefact density.
Archaeological
significance potentially
moderate.
Low density artefact
distribution.
Archaeological
significance assessed to be
low.
Low density artefact
distribution.
Archaeological
significance assessed to be
low.
Predicted low moderate
artefact density.
Archaeological
significance potentially
moderate.
Very low artefact density
in survey unit
Very low density artefact
distribution.
Archaeological
significance assessed to be
low.
Very low density artefact
distribution.
Archaeological
significance assessed to be
low.
Low artefact density in
survey unit
Very low density artefact
distribution.
Archaeological
significance assessed to be
low.
Low density artefact
distribution.
Archaeological
significance assessed to be
low.
Low density artefact
distribution.
Archaeological
significance assessed to be
low.
Low density artefact
distribution.
Archaeological
significance assessed to be
low.
Low density artefact
distribution.
Archaeological
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SU

Locale

Artefact density
(predicted and as per
analysis of ESC)

Impacts

Significance

Recommended
management strategy

cabling
SU16

-

very low

SU16

L1

low

SU16

L2

very low

Nil; adjacent
turbine

Low local
scientific
significance

No constraints
Unmitigated impacts

SU16

L3

very low

Nil

Low local
scientific
significance

n/a however:
No constraints
Unmitigated impacts

SU16

L4

very low

Access track
and electrical
cabling and
turbine

Low local
scientific
significance

No constraints
Unmitigated impacts

SU16

L5

very low

Turbine

Low local
scientific
significance

No constraints
Unmitigated impacts

SU16

L7

very low

Turbine

Low local
scientific
significance

No constraints
Unmitigated impacts

SU16

L6

very low

Turbine

Low local
scientific
significance

No constraints
Unmitigated impacts

SU16

L8

low

Turbine

Low local
scientific
significance

No constraints
Unmitigated impacts

SU17

-

very low

-

SU17

L1

very low

Turbines and
associated
works
Turbine

No constraints to impacts
in SU
Unmitigated impacts
No constraints
Unmitigated impacts

SU17

L2

very low

Access track
and electrical
cabling and
turbine

Low local
scientific
significance

No constraints
Unmitigated impacts

SU18

Nil
recordings

very low

n/a

SU19

-

low

Turbines and
associated
works
Turbines and
associated
works

No constraints to impacts
in SU
Unmitigated impacts
No constraints to impacts
in SU however
Mitigated impacts see
below
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Turbines and
associated
works
Turbine

April 2009

Low local
scientific
significance

Low local
scientific
significance

-

No constraints to impacts
in SU
Unmitigated impacts
No constraints
Unmitigated impacts

Rationale
significance assessed to be
low.
Very low artefact density
in survey unit
Low density artefact
distribution.
Archaeological
significance assessed to be
low.
Very low density artefact
distribution.
Archaeological
significance assessed to be
low.
Very low density artefact
distribution.
Archaeological
significance assessed to be
low.
Very low density artefact
distribution.
Archaeological
significance assessed to be
low.
Very low density artefact
distribution.
Archaeological
significance assessed to be
low.
Very low density artefact
distribution.
Archaeological
significance assessed to be
low.
Very low density artefact
distribution.
Archaeological
significance assessed to be
low.
Low density artefact
distribution.
Archaeological
significance assessed to be
low.
Very low artefact density
in survey unit
Very low density artefact
distribution.
Archaeological
significance assessed to be
low.
Very low density artefact
distribution.
Archaeological
significance assessed to be
low.
Predicted very low
density artefact
distribution.
Low artefact density in
survey unit
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SU

Locale

Impacts

Significance

Recommended
management strategy

Rationale

L1

Artefact density
(predicted and as per
analysis of ESC)
very low

SU19

Turbine

Low local
scientific
significance

No constraints
Unmitigated impacts

SU19

L2

low/moderate

Turbine

Moderate
local
scientific
significance

SU19

L3

low

Nil; adjacent
access track
and electrical
cabling

Low local
scientific
significance

Mitigated impacts
(minimise impacts and
salvage): avoid disturbance
to as much of area as
practicable; subsurface
salvage excavation in
proposed impact area
No constraints
Unmitigated impacts

Very low density artefact
distribution.
Archaeological
significance assessed to be
low.
Predicted low moderate
artefact density.
Archaeological
significance potentially
moderate.

SU19

L4

low

Turbine

Low local
scientific
significance

No constraints
Unmitigated impacts

SU19

L5

very low

Nil

Low local
scientific
significance

n/a however:
No constraints
Unmitigated impacts

SU19

L6

low

Nil; adjacent
turbine

Low local
scientific
significance

No constraints
Unmitigated impacts

SU19

L7

low

Nil; adjacent
turbine

Low local
scientific
significance

No constraints
Unmitigated impacts

SU20

Nil
recordings

very low

Turbines and
associated
works

n/a

No constraints to impacts
in SU
Unmitigated impacts

SU21

-

very low

-

SU21

L1

very low

Turbines and
associated
works
Nil; adjacent
turbine

No constraints to impacts
in SU
Unmitigated impacts
No constraints
Unmitigated impacts

SU21

L2

low

Turbine

Low local
scientific
significance

No constraints
Unmitigated impacts

SU22

Nil
recordings

very low

Access road

n/a

SU23

-

low

-

SU23

L1

low

Turbines and
associated
works
Access road

No constraints to impacts
in SU
Unmitigated impacts
No constraints to impacts
in SU
Unmitigated impacts
No constraints
Unmitigated impacts
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Low local
scientific
significance

Low local
scientific
significance

Low density artefact
distribution.
Archaeological
significance assessed to be
low.
Low density artefact
distribution.
Archaeological
significance assessed to be
low.
Very low density artefact
distribution.
Archaeological
significance assessed to be
low.
Low density artefact
distribution.
Archaeological
significance assessed to be
low.
Low density artefact
distribution.
Archaeological
significance assessed to be
low.
Predicted very low
density artefact
distribution.
Very low artefact density
in survey unit
Very low density artefact
distribution.
Archaeological
significance assessed to be
low.
Low density artefact
distribution.
Archaeological
significance assessed to be
low.
Predicted very low
density artefact
distribution.
Low artefact density in
survey unit
Low density artefact
distribution.
Archaeological
significance assessed to be
low.
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SU

Locale

Artefact density
(predicted and as per
analysis of ESC)
very low

Impacts

Significance

Recommended
management strategy

SU24

Nil
recordings

SU25

Access road

n/a

Nil
recordings

very low

Access road

n/a

SU26

Nil
recordings

very low

Access road

n/a

SU27

Nil
recordings

very low

Access road

n/a

SU28

Nil
recordings

very low

Access road

n/a

SU29

Nil
recordings

very low

Access road

n/a

SU30

Nil
recordings

very low

Access road

n/a

SU31

Nil
recordings

very low

Access road

n/a

SU32

Nil
recordings

very low

Access road

n/a

SU33

Nil
recordings

very low

Access road

n/a

SU34

Nil
recordings

very low

n/a

Predicted very low
density artefact
distribution.
Predicted very low
density artefact
distribution.
Predicted very low
density artefact
distribution.
Predicted very low
density artefact
distribution.
Predicted very low
density artefact
distribution.
Predicted very low
density artefact
distribution.
Predicted very low
density artefact
distribution.
Predicted very low
density artefact
distribution.
Predicted very low
density artefact
distribution.
Predicted very low
density artefact
distribution.
Predicted very low
density artefact
distribution.

SU35

-

low moderate

Transmission
line from
Yandra to
Sherwins
substation
Turbines and
associated
works

No constraints to impacts
in SU
Unmitigated impacts
No constraints to impacts
in SU
Unmitigated impacts
No constraints to impacts
in SU
Unmitigated impacts
No constraints to impacts
in SU
Unmitigated impacts
No constraints to impacts
in SU
Unmitigated impacts
No constraints to impacts
in SU
Unmitigated impacts
No constraints to impacts
in SU
Unmitigated impacts
No constraints to impacts
in SU
Unmitigated impacts
No constraints to impacts
in SU
Unmitigated impacts
No constraints to impacts
in SU
Unmitigated impacts
No constraints to impacts
in SU
Unmitigated impacts

Low moderate artefact
density in survey unit

SU35

L1

low

Low local
scientific
significance

SU35

L2

low moderate

Transmission
line to
substation
from
‘Yandra’
Transmission
line to
substation
from
‘Yandra’

No constraints to impacts
in SU however
Mitigated impacts see
below
No constraints
Unmitigated impacts

SU35

L3

low moderate

Transmission
line to
substation
from
‘Yandra’

Low
moderate
local
scientific
significance

SU36

-

very low

-

SU36

L1

low

Turbines and
associated
works
Transmission
line to
substation
from
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-

Low
moderate
local
scientific
significance

Low local
scientific
significance

Mitigated impacts
(minimise impacts and
salvage): avoid disturbance
to as much of area as
practicable; subsurface
salvage excavation in
proposed impact area
Mitigated impacts
(minimise impacts and
salvage): avoid disturbance
to as much of area as
practicable; subsurface
salvage excavation in
proposed impact area
No constraints to impacts
in SU
Unmitigated impacts
No constraints
Unmitigated impacts

Rationale

Low density artefact
distribution.
Archaeological
significance assessed to be
low.
Low moderate density
artefact distribution.
Archaeological
significance assessed to be
low moderate.
Low moderate density
artefact distribution.
Archaeological
significance assessed to be
low moderate.
Very low artefact density
in survey unit
Low density artefact
distribution.
Archaeological
significance assessed to be
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SU

Locale

Artefact density
(predicted and as per
analysis of ESC)

Impacts

Significance

Recommended
management strategy

‘Yandra’
SU37

Nil
recordings

very low

SU38

-

low moderate

SU38

L1

low

SU38

L2

low moderate

SU39

Nil
recordings

very low

SU40

-

very low

SU40

L1

SU40

SU41

Rationale
low.

Transmission
line to
substation
from
‘Yandra’
Turbines and
associated
works

n/a

No constraints to impacts
in SU
Unmitigated impacts

Predicted very low
density artefact
distribution.

-

Low moderate artefact
density in survey unit

Transmission
line to
substation
from
‘Yandra’
Transmission
line to
substation
from
‘Yandra’

Low local
scientific
significance

No constraints to impacts
in SU however
Mitigated impacts see
below
No constraints
Unmitigated impacts

n/a

very low

Transmission
line and
substation;
turbine
Turbines and
associated
works
Nil

L2

very low

Nil
recordings

very low

Low
moderate
local
scientific
significance

-

Mitigated impacts
(minimise impacts and
salvage): avoid disturbance
to as much of area as
practicable; subsurface
salvage excavation in
proposed impact area
No constraints to impacts
in SU
Unmitigated impacts

Low local
scientific
significance

No constraints to impacts
in SU
Unmitigated impacts
n/a however:
No constraints
Unmitigated impacts

Nil

Low local
scientific
significance

n/a however:
No constraints
Unmitigated impacts

Turbines and
associated
works

n/a

No constraints to impacts
in SU
Unmitigated impacts

Low density artefact
distribution.
Archaeological
significance assessed to be
low.
Low moderate density
artefact distribution.
Archaeological
significance assessed to be
low moderate.
Predicted very low
density artefact
distribution.
Very low artefact density
in survey unit
Very low density artefact
distribution.
Archaeological
significance assessed to be
low.
Very low density artefact
distribution.
Archaeological
significance assessed to be
low.
Predicted very low
density artefact
distribution.

Table 11. Recommended management strategies relating to Survey Units (as highlighted in left
column) and Aboriginal object locales in the proposal area.
12.2 Management and Mitigation Strategies – Non-Indigenous
The table below details specific management strategies for the recorded historical items on a case
by case basis. It should be noted that many of the recorded stone fences are highly disturbed
and/or in a poor state of repair; in terms of individual recordings these items do not warrant
heritage listing. Nevertheless, these items are part of a broader cultural landscape that dates to
the late nineteenth century that appears to be associated with the introduction of the Robertson
Land Acts, the conversion of Bibbenluke land from leasehold to freehold land and the activities
of Chinese workers in the local area. There are a number of potential research questions that also
relate to these items, which increases the overall research significance at a local level. Given the
historical associations and the research potential that exists for these items as a complex of sites
and features it is preferable to minimise impacts as much as possible. In many instances this
means restricting impacts to sections of fence lines that are already disturbed or avoiding fences
all together where feasible.
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Particular care to avoid impacts should be adopted with regard to the more intact fences such as
SU14/H1, SU14/H2, SU16/H2 and SU20/H1.
Given that the proposed wind farm will materially impact the existing cultural landscape there is
a strong argument for mitigation work in the form of additional research and survey of the
existing stone fences. While it is generally understood that the stone fences are the product of
Chinese labour in the second half of the nineteenth century (Dawson 2000; Plowman 2007), there
is a great deal that remains unclear about these fences including their construction, purpose and
eventual abandonment. A program of additional research and survey could potentially tackle the
questions outlined above in the discussion of heritage significance (see Section 11).
Item
SU10/H1

Management
Avoid if feasible

SU10/H2

Unmitigated impacts

SU12/H1

Unmitigated impacts

SU12/H2

Unmitigated impacts

SU13/H1

Unmitigated impacts

SU14/H1

Avoid if feasible

SU14/H2

Avoid if feasible

SU16/H1

Unmitigated impacts

SU16/H2

Avoid if feasible

SU16/H3

Unmitigated impacts

SU17/H1

Unmitigated impacts

SU17/H2

Unmitigated impacts

SU17/H3

Avoid if feasible
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Rationale/Comments
While this item is not located in an area of direct impacts it is
located in relatively close proximity to a proposed road and
associated turbine site. Inadvertent impacts to this item should be
avoided.
This item does not warrant heritage listing. It is however a
component of a broader cultural landscape that is of local and state
significance, as such impacts should be kept to a minimum. If
feasible keep impacts to the south and the east of the recorded fence
lines
This item does not warrant heritage listing. It is however a
component of a broader cultural landscape that is of local and state
significance, as such impacts should be kept to a minimum.
This item does not warrant heritage listing. It is however a
component of a broader cultural landscape that is of local and state
significance, as such impacts should be kept to a minimum.
This item does not warrant heritage listing. It is however a
component of a broader cultural landscape that is of local and state
significance, as such impacts should be kept to a minimum.
This item is of local significance and is part of a broader cultural
landscape that is of local and state significance. Impacts to the item
should be avoided if at all possible. Otherwise impacts should be
restricted to the more disturbed sections of the fence.
This item is of local significance and is part of a broader cultural
landscape that is of local and state significance. Impacts to the item
should be avoided if at all possible. Otherwise impacts should be
restricted to the more disturbed sections of the fence such as the
existing crossing at the grid.
This item does not warrant heritage listing. It is however a
component of a broader cultural landscape that is of local and state
significance, as such impacts should be kept to a minimum.
This item is of local significance and is part of a broader cultural
landscape that is of local and state significance. Impacts to the item
should be avoided if at all possible. Otherwise impacts should be
restricted to the more disturbed sections of the fence such as the
section 10m to the east of the grid.
This item does not warrant heritage listing. It is however a
component of a broader cultural landscape that is of local and state
significance, as such impacts should be kept to a minimum.
This item does not warrant heritage listing. It is however a
component of a broader cultural landscape that is of local and state
significance, as such impacts should be kept to a minimum. This
item is not in an area or proposed works; Inadvertent impacts to the
fence should be avoided.
This item does not warrant heritage listing. It is however a
component of a broader cultural landscape that is of local and state
significance, as such impacts should be kept to a minimum and
where possible impacts should be restricted to the more disturbed
sections of the fence.
This item does not warrant heritage listing. It is however a
component of a broader cultural landscape that is of local and state
significance, as such impacts should be kept to a minimum. Turbines
should preferably be kept off the fence line and the proposed road
might be best located in a disturbed section ca. 60 metres to the east
of the recorded site.
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Item
SU17/H4

Management
Avoid if feasible

SU18/H1

Unmitigated impacts

SU18/H2

Avoid if feasible

SU19/H1

Unmitigated impacts

SU19/H2

Unmitigated impacts

SU19/H3

Unmitigated impacts

SU19/H4

Unmitigated impacts

SU19/H5

Unmitigated impacts

SU20/H1

Unmitigated impacts

SU21/H1

Unmitigated impacts

SU21/H2

Unmitigated impacts

SU21/H3

Unmitigated impacts

SU21/H4

Avoid if feasible

SU29/H1

Unmitigated impacts

SU35/H1

Avoid if feasible
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Rationale/Comments
This item does not warrant heritage listing. It is however a
component of a broader cultural landscape that is of local and state
significance, as such impacts should be kept to a minimum. This
item is not in an area or proposed works; Inadvertent impacts to the
fence should be avoided.
This item does not warrant heritage listing. It is however a
component of a broader cultural landscape that is of local and state
significance, as such impacts should be kept to a minimum and
where possible impacts should be restricted to the more disturbed
sections of the fence (eg. the recorded location of the site, which
corresponds to an existing breach in the fence).
This item is of local significance and has good research potential.
While it is not in an area of proposed impacts care should be taken to
avoid any inadvertent impacts to this site.
This item does not warrant heritage listing. It is however a
component of a broader cultural landscape that is of local and state
significance, as such impacts should be kept to a minimum and
where possible impacts should be restricted to the more disturbed
sections of the fence.
This item does not warrant heritage listing. It is however a
component of a broader cultural landscape that is of local and state
significance, as such impacts should be kept to a minimum and
where possible impacts should be restricted to the more disturbed
sections of the fence.
This item does not warrant heritage listing. It is however a
component of a broader cultural landscape that is of local and state
significance, as such impacts should be kept to a minimum; it is
preferable to keep turbine locations off the fence.
This item does not warrant heritage listing. It is however a
component of a broader cultural landscape that is of local and state
significance, as such impacts should be kept to a minimum.
This item does not warrant heritage listing. It is however a
component of a broader cultural landscape that is of local and state
significance, as such impacts should be kept to a minimum and
where possible impacts should be restricted to the more disturbed
sections of the fence (eg. the recorded location of the site, which
corresponds to an existing breach in the fence).
This item does not warrant heritage listing. It is however a
component of a broader cultural landscape that is of local and state
significance, as such impacts should be kept to a minimum; it is
preferable to keep turbine locations off the fence.
This item does not warrant heritage listing. It is however a
component of a broader cultural landscape that is of local and state
significance, as such impacts should be kept to a minimum.
This item does not warrant heritage listing. It is however a
component of a broader cultural landscape that is of local and state
significance, as such impacts should be kept to a minimum and
where possible impacts should be restricted to the more disturbed
sections of the fence (eg. the recorded location of the site, which
corresponds to an existing breach in the fence).
This item does not warrant heritage listing. It is however a
component of a broader cultural landscape that is of local and state
significance, as such impacts should be kept to a minimum.
This item is of local significance and has good research potential.
While it is not in an area of proposed impacts care should be taken to
avoid any inadvertent impacts to this site.
This item does not warrant heritage listing. It is however a
component of a broader cultural landscape that is of local and state
significance, as such impacts should be kept to a minimum. The
existing access road already crosses the fence but care should be
taken not cause additional impacts to the more intact section of
fence to the west of the road.
This item does not warrant heritage listing. It is however a
component of a broader cultural landscape that is of local and state
significance, as such impacts should be kept to a minimum or if
possible avoided altogether.
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Item
SU35/H2

Management
Avoid if feasible

Rationale/Comments
This item does not warrant heritage listing. It is however a
component of a broader cultural landscape that is of local and state
significance, as such impacts should be kept to a minimum or if
possible avoided altogether.

Table 12. Recommendations relating to Non-Indigenous heritage items.
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13. RECOMMENDATIONS
The following recommendations are made on the basis of:


A consideration of the Part 3A amendment to the Environmental Planning and Assessment
Act (see Section 10 Statutory Information).



The results of the investigation as documented in this report.



Consideration of the type of development proposed and the nature of proposed impacts.

Management and mitigation strategies are outlined and justified in Section 12 of this report. The
following recommendations are provided in summary form:
1. Management and mitigation recommendations are listed in respect of each Survey Unit,
Aboriginal object locale and Non-Indigenous heritage item in Section 12 of this report.
The tables in Section 12 should form the basis for implementing management and
mitigation strategies prior to and during construction.
2. No Survey Units have been identified in the proposal area to warrant further
archaeological investigation such as subsurface test excavation; the Effective Survey
Coverage achieved during the field survey was relatively high and can be considered to
have been generally adequate for the purposes of determining the archaeological status of
the proposed impact areas.
3. None of the Survey Units, Aboriginal object locales or Non-Indigenous heritage items in
the proposal area has been assessed to surpass archaeological significance thresholds
which would act to entirely preclude proposed impacts.
4. It is recommended that ground disturbance impacts associated with the proposal be kept
to a minimum and to defined areas so as to ensure as little impact as possible to the
Aboriginal objects (stone artefacts) which can be expected to extend in a relatively
continuous distribution across the broader landscape encompassed by the proposal.
5. The majority of the Aboriginal object locales recorded are very low or low density
distributions of stone artefacts. The archaeological significance of these locales is assessed
to be low; accordingly a management strategy of unmitigated impact is considered to be
appropriate.
6. A small number of the Aboriginal object locales are assessed to be of low/moderate or
moderate archaeological significance. Accordingly, in regard to these areas it is generally
recommended that avoidance of impacts, or limiting the extent of impacts to these
locales, if at all feasible, should be given consideration.
As a form of mitigation of overall construction impact to the archaeological resource
within the proposal area it is proposed that a salvage program of archaeological
excavation and analysis be undertaken prior to construction (see Table 11).
The development of an appropriate research project should be undertaken in consultation
with an archaeologist, the relevant Aboriginal communities and the NSW Department of
Conservation and Climate Change.
7. It is recommended that additional archaeological assessment is conducted in any areas
which are proposed for impacts that have not been surveyed during the current
assessment. It is predicted that significant Aboriginal objects can occur anywhere in the
landscape and accordingly if present they need to be identified and impact mitigation
strategies implemented prior to impacts.
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8. Particular care to avoid impacts should be adopted with regard to the more intact stone
fences such as SU14/H1, SU14/H2, SU16/H2 and SU20/H1.
9. It is recommended that an appropriate form of mitigation relating to impacts to the
stone fences would entail a research program.
10. The proponent should, in consultation with an archaeologist, develop a Cultural Heritage
Management Protocol, which documents the procedures to be followed for impact
avoidance or mitigation. The development of an appropriate Cultural Heritage
Management Protocol should be undertaken in consultation with an archaeologist, the
relevant Aboriginal communities and the NSW Department of Conservation and Climate
Change.
11. Personnel involved in the construction and management phases of the project should be
trained in procedures to implement recommendations relating to cultural heritage where
necessary.
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Appendix 1. Lithic database
Locale
SU1/L1
SU2/L1

Type
flaked piece
flaked piece

Material
silcrete
quartz

Size
6
3

SU8/L1

hammerstone

uncertain

11

SU9/L1
SU9/L1

flake
flake

quartz
silcrete

5
4

SU10/L1

flake

silcrete

4

SU10/L1
SU10/L1
SU10/L1
SU10/L2

flake
flake portion
flaked piece
flake

silcrete
silcrete
silcrete
quartz

3
3
4
3

SU10/L3

flaked piece

quartzite

14

SU10/L3
SU10/L3
SU12/L1
SU12/L2
SU12/L2
SU12/L2
SU12/L3
SU12/L3
SU12/L3
SU12/L4
SU12/L4
SU12/L5
SU12/L6
SU13/L1
SU13/L2

core fragment
flake
flake
flake portion
flake
flaked piece
flaked piece
flake
flake portion
flake portion
flaked piece
flake
flake
flake
flaked piece

silcrete
silcrete
quartz
quartz
quartz
quartz
quartz
quartz
quartz
quartz
quartz
quartz
quartz
silcrete
quartz

3
3
3
2
3
4
2
3
3
3
6
2
3
3
7

SU13/L3

flaked piece

silcrete

3

SU13/L3
SU13/L3
SU13/L3
SU13/L4
SU13/L4
SU13/L4
SU13/L4
SU13/L4
SU13/L5
SU13/L5
SU13/L5
SU13/L5
SU13/L5
SU13/L5
SU13/L5
SU13/L5
SU13/L5
SU13/L5
SU13/L5
SU13/L5
SU13/L5
SU13/L5
SU13/L5
SU13/L5
SU13/L5

flake portion
flaked piece
flaked piece
flaked piece
flaked piece
flake
flake portion
flake portion
flake portion
flaked piece
flake portion
flake portion
flake portion
flake
flake portion
flake
flake
core
flake
flake portion
flake portion
flake portion
flaked piece
flake portion
flake portion

quartz
silcrete
quartz
quartz
quartz
quartz
quartz
quartz
quartz
quartz
silcrete
quartz
quartz
quartz
quartz
silcrete
quartz
quartz
silcrete
silcrete
silcrete
silcrete
quartz
quartz
quartz

2
4
2
2
2
2
1
1
4
3
4
2
4
3
3
5
4
5
4
2
3
2
4
2
2
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Comments
grey; 45% terrestrial cortex
white
pebble: 108 x 70 x 2.5 mm; pitting on 1 end consistent with
hammer wear; flake scars on other
white; compression flake
brown; large clasts
grey; fine grained; all 4 items in locale possibly part of single
knapping event
grey
grey; proximal
grey
white
grey; tabular piece: 135 x 80 x 35 mm; flaked from 1 face on
1 curved margin; edge of flake scars smooth consistent with
usewear; ?"chopper"
grey; fine grained
grey; fine grained
white
white; proximal
white; bipolar
white
white
white
white; distal
white
white
white
white
white
white; 90% pebble cortex
brown/grey mottled and fine grained (similar to material
found in assemblages in Jindabyne)
white
brown/red mottled
white
white
white
white
white
white
white
translucent
brown
white
white
white
white
red
white
white; amorphous
brown
brown
brown
brown
white
white
white
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Locale
SU13/L5
SU13/L5
SU13/L5
SU13/L5
SU13/L5
SU13/L5
SU13/L5
SU13/L5
SU13/L5
SU13/L5
SU13/L5
SU13/L5
SU13/L5
SU13/L5
SU13/L5
SU13/L5
SU13/L5
SU13/L5
SU13/L5
SU13/L5
SU13/L5
SU13/L5
SU13/L5
SU13/L5
SU13/L5
SU13/L5
SU13/L5
SU13/L6
SU13/L6
SU13/L6
SU13/L6
SU13/L6
SU13/L7
SU13/L7
SU13/L8
SU13/L8
SU13/L8
SU13/L8
SU13/L8
SU13/L8
SU14/L1
SU14/L2
SU15/L1
SU15/L1
SU15/L2
SU15/L2
SU15/L2
SU15/L2
SU15/L2
SU15/L2
SU15/L2
SU15/L2
SU15/L3
SU15/L3
SU15/L4
SU15/L5
SU16/L1
SU16/L1

Type
flake portion
flake
flaked piece
flake portion
flake
flake
flake portion
flake portion
flake portion
flake portion
flake portion
flake portion
flake
core fragment
flake portion
flake portion
flake portion
flaked piece
flake portion
flake portion
core
flaked piece
flake
flake portion
flaked piece
flake portion
flake
flake portion
flaked piece
flake portion
flake portion
flake
flake portion
flake portion
flake portion
flaked piece
flaked piece
flake portion
flake
flake
flaked piece
flake
flake
flake
flake
flaked piece
flake portion
flake portion
flake portion
flake
retouched
artefact
flake portion
flake
flake portion
flake
flake portion
flake
flake

Material
quartz
silcrete
quartz
silcrete
quartz
silcrete
chert
silcrete
chert
silcrete
silcrete
quartz
silcrete
quartz
quartz
quartz
quartz
silcrete
quartz
quartz
quartz
quartz
quartz
quartz
quartz
quartz
quartz
quartz
quartz
quartz
quartz
quartz
quartz
quartz
quartz
quartz
quartz
quartz
silcrete
silcrete
quartz
quartz
silcrete
silcrete
quartz
quartz
quartz
silcrete
silcrete
silcrete

Size
3
3
2
1
2
2
2
2
1
3
2
3
4
4
2
3
3
2
2
2
5
2
3
2
3
3
2
3
2
2
2
2
2
3
3
3
3
2
3
3
4
3
3
4
3
3
2
2
2
3

Comments
white; 20% pebble cortex
brown
white
brown
white
grey
black
brown
black
grey
brown
white
white
white
white
white
white
grey; 5% pebble cortex
white
white
white; amorphous
white
white
white
white
white
white
white
white
white
white
white
white
white
white
white
white
white
brown
red
white
white
grey
grey
white
white; 5% pebble cortex
white
grey; proximal
grey; proximal
grey

silcrete

2

brown; small geometric microlith

silcrete
silcrete
quartz
silcrete
silcrete
silcrete
quartz

3
3
3
4
2
2
3

grey
grey/brown mottled; fine grained
white
grey
grey
grey
white
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Locale
SU16/L1
SU16/L1
SU16/L1
SU16/L2
SU16/L3
SU16/L4
SU16/L5
SU16/L6
SU16/L7
SU16/L8
SU16/L8
SU16/L8
SU16/L8
SU16/L8
SU16/L8
SU16/L8
SU17/L1
SU17/L1
SU17/L1
SU17/L1

Type
flake
flake
core
flake
flake
flaked piece
flake
flake portion
flake portion
core
flake portion
flaked piece
flaked piece
flaked piece
flaked piece
core fragment
flake portion
flake portion
flaked piece
core

SU17/L2

flaked piece

SU19/L1
SU19/L1
SU19/L1
SU19/L2

flake
flake
flake
flaked piece
retouched
flake
flake
flaked piece
flake
manuport
flake portion
flake
flake
flake
flake
flake
flake
flake portion
flaked piece
core
flake
flake portion
flake
core
flaked piece
core
flake
flaked piece
flake
flake portion
flake
flaked piece
flake
flake
flaked piece
core
hammerstone

SU19/L2
SU19/L2
SU19/L2
SU19/L2
SU19/L2
SU19/L2
SU19/L2
SU19/L2
SU19/L2
SU19/L2
SU19/L2
SU19/L2
SU19/L2
SU19/L2
SU19/L2
SU19/L2
SU19/L2
SU19/L2
SU19/L2
SU19/L2
SU19/L2
SU19/L3
SU19/L3
SU19/L3
SU19/L3
SU19/L3
SU19/L3
SU19/L3
SU19/L4
SU19/L5
SU19/L6
SU19/L7

Material
quartz
silcrete
quartz
quartzite
silcrete
quartz
silcrete
quartz
quartz
quartz
quartz
quartz
quartz
quartz
quartz
quartz
quartz
quartz
quartz
quartz
fine grained
volcanic
quartz
quartz
quartzite
quartz

Size
3
4
6
4
3
3
3
3
2
7
2
3
3
4
4
4
3
3
2
3

volcanic

3

silcrete
volcanic
silcrete
uncertain
quartz
quartz
porphyry
volcanic
volcanic
quartz
volcanic
volcanic
quartz
volcanic
volcanic
quartzite
volcanic
quartz
volcanic
chert
quartzite
porphyry
volcanic
chert
quartz
quartz
quartz
volcanic
volcanic
quartzite
uncertain

4
4
3
3
2
2
7
5
4
1
5
6
4
10
4
4
4
6
8
5
4
3
4
3
3
4
2
3
3
3
12
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Comments
white
grey
white; amorphous
brown
grey/brown mottled
white
grey
white; proximal
white
white; single platform
white
white
white
white
white
white
white
white
white
white; bipolar
grey; with usewear (15mm step scarring 1 end) measuring 48
x 38 x 15 mm: ?"scraper"; 40% terrestrial cortex
white
white
brown
white
grey; coarse grained; amorphous flake: "scraper"; with
usewear
grey
grey
grey
flat pebble fragment; no obvious usewear
white; longitudinal split
white
grey
grey
grey
white
grey
grey; proximal
white
grey; 3 platforms; 5 scars
grey
brown; proximal
grey
white; 2 platforms; 5 scars
grey
grey; 1 platform; 6 scars
red
grey
grey
grey; "scraper" usewear
white
white
white
grey
grey
grey; 3 platforms; 15 scars
broken pebble; 2 scars 1 end; minor pitting consistent with
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Locale

Type

Material

Size

SU21/L1
SU21/L2
SU21/L2
SU21/L2
SU21/L2
SU21/L2
SU21/L2
SU21/L2
SU23/L1
SU35/L1
SU35/L2
SU35/L2
SU35/L2
SU35/L2
SU35/L2
SU35/L2
SU35/L2
SU35/L2
SU35/L2
SU35/L2
SU35/L2
SU35/L3
SU35/L3
SU35/L3
SU35/L3
SU35/L3
SU35/L3
SU35/L3
SU35/L3
SU35/L3
SU35/L3
SU35/L3
SU35/L3
SU35/L3
SU35/L3
SU35/L3
SU35/L3
SU35/L3
SU35/L3
SU35/L3
SU35/L3
SU35/L3
SU35/L3
SU35/L3
SU35/L3
SU35/L3
SU35/L3
SU35/L3
SU36/L1
SU36/L1
SU36/L1
SU36/L1
SU36/L1
SU36/L1
SU38/L1
SU38/L1
SU38/L1
SU38/L2

flaked piece
flake
flake
flake
flake portion
flake
flake portion
flake
flake portion
flaked piece
flake portion
core fragment
flake portion
flake portion
flake
flake
flake portion
flake
flake
flake portion
flake portion
flaked piece
flaked piece
flaked piece
flake portion
flake portion
flake portion
flake portion
flake
flake
flake
flake
flake portion
flake
flake
flaked piece
flaked piece
flake
flaked piece
flaked piece
flaked piece
flaked piece
flake portion
flake portion
flake portion
flake
flake
flake
flake portion
flake portion
flake
flake
flake portion
flake portion
flake
flake
core
flake

quartz
quartz
quartzite
volcanic
silcrete
volcanic
volcanic
silcrete
quartz
quartz
chert
silcrete
quartz
quartz
quartz
chert
quartz
quartz
quartz
quartz
quartz
silcrete
quartz
quartz
quartz
quartz
quartz
chert
quartz
quartz
chert
silcrete
quartzite
silcrete
chert
quartz
quartz
silcrete
quartz
quartz
quartz
quartz
silcrete
quartz
quartz
silcrete
quartz
quartz
quartz
quartz
silcrete
chert
quartz
quartz
quartz
quartz
quartz
quartz

4
3
4
3
4
5
5
1
3
3
2
4
3
4
4
4
3
3
2
3
2
3
4
3
2
1
2
2
4
3
3
3
4
3
4
4
4
5
4
3
3
3
3
1
2
2
3
2
3
4
5
2
2
2
2
3
10
3
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Comments
hammer use on opposing end
white
white
grey
brown
white/pink
brown
brown
red
white
white
grey
grey
white
white
white
grey
white
white
white
white
white
grey
white
white
white
white
white
grey
white
white
grey
grey
grey
red
grey
white
white
brown
white
white
white
white
brown
white
white
brown
white
white
white
white
grey
red
white
white
white
white
white; 1 platform; 5 scars
white
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Locale
SU38/L2
SU38/L2
SU38/L2
SU38/L2
SU38/L2
SU38/L2
SU38/L2

Type
flake
flake
flake
flake
flaked piece
flake portion
flaked piece

Material
quartz
quartz
quartz
quartz
quartz
chert
chert

Size
3
2
4
3
3
5
2

SU38/L2

anvil

uncertain

15

SU38/L2
SU40/L1
SU40/L2

flake
flake
flake

quartz
quartz
quartz

3
3
4
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Comments
white
white
white
white
white
grey; proximal
grey
pebble measuring 150 x 100 x 50 mm with pitting in centre
on 1 face consistent with anvil use
white
white
white
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Appendix 2. Photographs – Non-Indigenous Heritage Items
Item
Photograph
SU10/H1

View to south across
the ephemeral camp
site at SU10/H1.

SU10/H2

View to north along
the eastern section of
fence at SU0/HS2.

SU12/H1

View to west along
remains of fence at
SU12/H1.
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Item
SU12/H2

Photograph
View to east along
SU12/H2.

SU13/H1

View to north along
SU13/H1; note the
intact section of fence
in the distance.

SU14/H1

View to southwest
over a section of the
fence remaining at
SU14/H1. Note the
existing gap in the
fence.
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Item
SU14/H2

Photograph
View to south of the
relatively intact fence
remains at SU14/H2.

SU16/H1

View to north across
the corner of fence
remains at SU16/H1.

SU16/H2

View to northeast over
the reasonably intact
remains of a section of
fence at SU16/H2.
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Item
SU16/H3

Photograph
View to south along
the fence remains at
SU16/H3; note the
existing wire fence
running parallel on the
eastern side.

SU17/H1

View to south along
SU17/H1; note the
existing wire fence
running parallel on the
eastern side.

SU17/H2

View to west along the
traces of the stone
fence at SU17/H2;
note how the fence
coincides with existing
fences and tree lines in
the distance.
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Item
SU17/H3

Photograph
View to east along the
fence remains at
SU17/H3; note the
existing wire fence
adjacent on the
southern side.

SU17/H4

View to southwest
across the western
most enclosure at the
sheepfold/hut site
adjacent SU17.

SU18/H1

View to east across a
disturbed section of
stone fence at
SU18/H1; note the
wire fence beyond that
runs parallel to the
stone fence on the
opposite side of the
road reserve.
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Item
SU19/H1

Photograph
View to west along
SU19/H1; note the
modern wire fence
that now runs along
this alignment.

SU19/H2

View to north along a
section of the fence
remains at SU19/H2.

SU19/H3

View to west along the
remains of the stone
fence at SU19/H3.
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Item
SU19/H4

Photograph
View to west along the
old wire fence at
SU19/H4.
Inset below shows a
close up of a section of
the old barbed wire.

SU19/H5

View to north across a
disturbed section of
the fence at SU19/H5.

SU20/H1

View to northwest
across the junction of
three fences that form
SU20/H1.
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Item
SU21/H1

Photograph
View to north along
the remains of the
stone fence at
SU21/H1, note the
existing wire fences
that cross over and
run parallel to the
older fence.

SU21/H2

View to west across
the existing gap in the
stone fence at
SU21/H2.

SU21/H3

View to northeast
along the fence
remains at SU21/H3,
note the existing fence
running parallel along
the southeastern side.
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Item
SU21/H4

Photograph
View to northwest
across the western half
of the sheepfold
remains at SU21/H4.

SU29/H1

View to northwest
along the remnants of
the stone fence at
SU29/H1.

SU35/H1

View to northwest
along the remains of
the fence at SU35/H1.
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Item
SU35/H2

New South Wales Archaeology Pty Ltd

Photograph
View to west along the
remains of the fence at
SU35/H2. Note how
the briars are growing
along the old fence
line.
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Appendix 3. Mapping of Survey Units, Aboriginal Object locales and Non-Indigenous Heritage Items

Key Map
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Map 1
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